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thropology at Bucknell University in Lewisburg, Pennsylvania. With an ethnograph 
ic focus on the Maithili-speaking region of southeastern Nepal, she has published on 
the topics of women's development and tourism, as well as on women's expressive 
traditions. She is working toward the formation of a theoretical framework for un 
derstanding oral narrative as lived practice. 
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I IAY~~~~~~~~~~~~A STONEI 
>->a^-; N ~~"Kay Stone is a scholar who has taken a heroine's jour 

ney through the kingdom of traditional folkloristics. She 

. I M ~~~has absorbed its rigorous understandings of wonder tales 
1sll 8 $ ; ~~and their social contexts, but also felt the call of a more 

personal, subjective, creative voice. She is thus an important 
mediator between these oft-divergent worlds." 

-JOSEPH SOBOL, DIRECTOR OF THE GRADUATE PROGRAM IN STORYTELLING AT 

R 2 z EAST TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY 

6 x 9, 368 PAGES* $29.95 PAPER 

CONTEMPORARY FICTION AND THE FAIRY TALE 
EDITED BY STEPHEN BENSON CONTEMPORARY 

"An excellent volume.... Contributors in each case go FICTON AN U 
beyond what is 'usually said' to bring fresh insights to the v77 
works they discuss." 
-DANIELLE ROEMER, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH AT NORTHERN 

KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY AND CO-EDITOR OF ANGELA CARTER AND THE FAIRY TALE 

6 x 9, 256 PAGES* $29.95 PAPER e 
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BROTHERS & BEASTS 
AN ANTHOLOGY OF MEN ON FAIRY TALES 

EDITED BY KATE BERNHEIMER 

"I read this enchanting collection cover-to-cover in two 
days. It's appealing and fresh, thoughtful and often funny; 
the writers reveal themselves in stunning array, naked but 

2ge Ik never tawdry. Brothers and Beasts is for anyone who likes a 
_ _ good tale and treasures the act of imagining." 

-LYDIA MILLET, AUTHOR OF OH PURE AND RADIANT HEART AND MY HAPPY LIFE 

5.25 x 8, 194 PAGES* $15.95 PAPER 

THE ARABIAN NIGHTS IN 
TRANSNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE 

EDITED BY ULRICH MARZOLPH E 

"This volume of nineteen essays is a noteworthy and fascinat 
ing contribution to our understanding of the Arabian Nights 
and its cross-cultural history and influence. The essays are _ 
insightful and illuminating, and the collection itself is a valu 
able addition to the comparative study of literary translation 
and the intra- and intercultural responses that it provokes." 
-PETER HEATH, PROVOST OF THE AMERICAN UNIVERSITY OF BEIRUT 

6 x 9, 384 PAGES * $31.95 PAPER . 
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Inuit Video Art 

Michael Robert Evans 

T ichael Robert EvaSis 
An engaging exploration into the 

art, folklore, politics, and cultural 

philosophy of Isuma, the producers 

of The Fast Runner. 

978-0-7735-3378-3 $29.95 paper 

Isuma ~~~~978-0-7735-3369-1 $80.00 cloth 
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Salish Myths and Legends 
One People's Stories 
EDITED BY M. TERRY THOMPSON 
AND STEVEN M. EGESDAL 
The rich storytelling traditions of Salish-speaking 
peoples in the Pacific Northwest of North America 
are showcased in this anthology of story, legend, 
song, and oratory. Translated by leading scholars 

als Myths working in close collaboration with Salish 
and Legends storytellers, these stories are certain to entertain 

One Pople's Stories and provoke, vividly testifying to the enduring 

power of storytelling in Native communities. 

$28.95 paper 
NATIVE LITERATURES OF THE AMERICAS SERIES 

*For a complete description, visit us online! 

v$4 University of Nebraska Press 
800.755.1105 www.nebraskapress.unl.edu I publishers of Bison Boks 

MICHAEL F. SCULLY The Never-Ending Revival 
The Rounder Records and the Folk Alliance 

Never-Ending MICHAEL F. SCULLY 
"Tflh-is book is essential for anyone interested 

2cv ttti/ in recent developments in folk music and its 
Rounder Records and role in the aftermath of the folk revival of 
the Folk Allia}nce the 1960s:"-Ronald D. Cohen, author of 

Folk Music: The Basics 

Explores the lively debates about the 
difficulty of making cormmercially accessible 
music, honoring tradition, and remaining 
artistically relevant, all without "selling out:' 
Illustrated. Cloth, $40.00. MIusic in American L,iJe 
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_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~English, University of California at Los Angeles 
12 color and 30 b&w photos * $24.95 paper, $60.00 cloth 

BRANDING TEXAS By Leigh Clemons 
Performing Culture in the Lone Star State 
i"Cemons writes an interesting and readable history of 

the construction of a cultural identity-the 'Texanc -on 

the local and global levels, making dear what is unique 
pEFOltr0 0t STh\ 

" T and what is commonplace about that identity. This is a 
_ significant contribution to the field-there is nothing 

else like it-and this book will take its place with recent 
cultural histories exploring, for example, Buffalo Bill and 

__ ~~~~~~~~the Wild West show, rudeness and civility in nineteenth 
_ ~~~~~~~~century' America, and constructions of gender. " 

-Rosernarie K. Bank, Professor of Theatre, Kent State Uniersity 

19 b&w photos * $40.00 cloth 
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Read more about these books online. 

'v B UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS PRESS 
800.252.3206 * www.utexaspress.com 



= -7. Living with Stories 
Telling, Re-telling, and Remembering 
WILLIAM SCHNEIDER, ed. 
$27.95 cloth 
978-0-87421-689-9 

Folklore/Cinema 
Popular Film as Vernacular Ciultuzre 
SHARON R. SHERMAN and 
MIKEL J. KOVEN, eds. 
$34.95 hardback 
978-0-87421-673-8 

The Meaning of Folklore 
The Analvtical Essays ofjAlan Dundes 
ALAN DUNDES 
edited by SIMON BRONNER 
$49.95 cloth 
978-0-87421-683-7 

Haunting Experiences 
Ghosts in Contemporary Folklore 
DIANE E. GOLDSTEIN 
SYLVIA ANN GRIDER 
JEANNIE BANKS THOMAS 
$24.95 paper 
978-0-87421-636-3 



Information for Contributors 

Journal of American Folklore, the quarterly journal of the American Folklore Society since the society's founding 

in 1888, publishes scholarly articles, essays, notes, and commentaries directed to a wide audience, as well as separate 

sections devoted to reviews of books, exhibitions and events, sound recordings, films and videos, and obituaries. The 

contents of the journal reflect a wide range of professional concerns and theoretical orientations. Articles present 

significant research findings and theoretical analyses from folklore and related fields. Essays are interpretive, speculative, 

or polemical. Notes are narrower in scope and focus on a single, often provocative issue of definition, interpretation, or 

amplification. "Commentaries," included in the "Dialogues" section, address topics raised in earlier articles. The views 

expressed in the journal are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect those of the society or its officers. 

Article manuscripts are acknowledged on receipt and are evaluated first by the JAF editorial staff, and then, if 

appropriate for the journal, unidentified manuscripts are sent to two qualified anonymous referees for review. The 

staff attempts to keep authors informed about the progress of the review process via e-mail. The review process may 

take only a few weeks but sometimes takes several months. Authors are notified as soon as a decision has been made 

to accept or reject a manuscript; rejection may be outright or with the possibility of revision and resubmission for a 

new evaluation. The editors reserve the right to reject or return for revision any material submitted, on the grounds of 

inappropriate subject matter, quality, or length. When a manuscript is submitted to the Journal of American Folklore, 

it should not have been published elsewhere or be under consideration by any other journal. 

Reviews and review articles are generally requested by the review editors, but the editors welcome queries from 

scholars concerned with particular areas of folklore research and expressions of willingness to review from scholars 

with particular expertise. Colleagues who wish to write an obituary should address the editors. Each article-length 

manuscript must begin with a 50- to 75-word abstract that summarizes the essential points and findings of the article. 

Current and accurate e-mail addresses, whenever available, are essential for the review process to proceed quickly. 

Authors wishing to have an article manuscript considered for publication should submit two versions of their 

manuscript to the editors. The first version of the manuscript should be identified by the author's name throughout, 

including references cited, etc. The second version must be submitted without any identification of the author. This 

means that the second version should include no title page and no name on each page; all references to the author or 

to the author's work anywhere in the manuscript (including the notes, captions, and references cited) must be removed 

when they serve to identify the author. Deleted materials can be "marked" in the following manner to indicate words 

missing: (****). Authors should also be sure that they are not identified in the electronic file's properties, which in many 

versions of Word can be accessed by selecting "properties" under the file menu and clicking on the summary tab. 

All manuscripts must be submitted via both electronic mail and paper mail. First, the two versions of the manuscript 

should be sent as e-mail attachments to the editors at jafolklore@tamu.edu. Both versions should be in Microsoft Word 

format. (If the files total more than 5 megabytes in size, please contact the editors before sending the files.) Second, 

authors must send via paper mail a CD with the two versions of the Word files. Please do not send postage or a fee for 

submission. Hard copies of the manuscript are not required. Articles in JAF may include figures, such as photos, tables, 

line drawings, or musical transcriptions. Figures must not be embedded in the Word files. Instead, the manuscript 

should contain "call outs" to the figures (for example, "<insert Figure 1 about here>"), and a list of figure captions 

should follow the Works Cited section of the manuscript. Each figure should be submitted as a separate electronic file 

or hard copy. Electronic files of the figures may be e-mailed to the editors, as long as the total size of all files sent does 

not exceed 5 megabytes. Otherwise, the electronic copies of the figures should be included on the CD sent by paper mail. 

If figures exist only in hard copy, they should be sent in the paper mail package. Electronic copies of photos must be at 

a resolution of 300 DPI or higher, and the JPG format is not accepted. For complete information on figure formatting 

and permissions, please contact the editors. If an article is accepted for publication in JAF, the author is responsible 

for providing the JAF staff with a clean, corrected copy of the manuscript in Word format. 

The Journal of American Folklore generally follows the 14th edition of The Chicago Manual of Style (Chicago: Uni 

versity of Chicago Press, 1993). Close examination of the most current issue of JAF provides a helpful model for correct 

JAF style and form. For spelling, refer to Webster's Third New International Dictionary (1986) or the latest edition of its 

abridgment, Merriam-Webster's Collegiate Dictionary. If two or more spellings are given, use the first. In all quotations 

from printed text, the actual spelling in the original is used. Authors should avoid unnecessary use of gender-exclusive 

language. 
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